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IN THIS paper we shall show the existence of infinitely many n-dimensional boundary 
links of m components which are not cobordant to any split links (that is, any links 
splitting into two sublinks by an (n + I)-sphere) for each odd n 2 1 and each m L 2. 
The splitting problem of links up to corbordism will be solved completely for 
n-dimensional parallel links, some special class of n-dimensional boundary links for 
any odd n > 1. It turns out that a complete solution for the classical (i.e. l- 
dimensional) parallel links lies in a famous gap between a slice knot and an algebraic 
slice knot. For our purpose we shall define an operation, called a cable operation on 
the knot corbordism group by making use of a result of Levine[l] and the author’s 
arguments[2] on the quadratic forms of odd-dimensional manifolds which are 
generalizations of the works in[3]. 
Our result is a counterexample to results of GutiCrrez[4], Theorem 7 and[5], p. 
1299 line 18 Lemma 3. The error appears to be in his use of the engulfing lemma. One 
may note, however, that any even dimensional boundary link is cobordant to a trivial 
link, as is easily seen from his proof of [4], Theorem 7. (See Remark 4.2.) 
Remark. Similar results have been obtained earlier by Cappell and Shaneson[6]. 
Throughout this paper, spaces and maps will be considered from a piecewise-linear 
point of view unless otherwise stated. 
51. PARALLEL LINKS 
An n-link of m components is understood as -a union of m mutually disjoint, 
oriented n-dimensional spheres imbedded locally-flatly in an oriented (n + 2)-dimen- 
sional sphere. An n-link of one component is an n-knot. Let K C S”+’ be an n-knot. K 
bounds a compact framed (n + I)-manifold M”” in S”+*, called a Seijert manifold of 
I(. Let K x [0, l] be a boundary collar of M”+’ identifying K x 0 with K. Choose m 
points pI, pz, . . . , pm in [O, l] and orient the n-spheres K x pi, i = 1,2,. . . , m, so that 
K x pi is homologous to K in K x [O, 11. 
Definition 1.1. An n-link P,,, of m components is a parallel link of m components 
associated with an n-knot K if it is ambient isotopic to a link UE,K x pi C S”+’ 
defined on some manifold M”+’ K. 
An L C S”+’ is a boundary link if the components of the link L bound 
mutually disjoint, compact framed (n + I)-manifolds in the (n + 2)-sphere S”+‘. 
Using a collar M”+’ x [0, l] of a Seifert manifold M”+’ in S”+‘, the following is 
proved easily: 
LEMMA 1.1. Any parallel n-link is a boundary link. 
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32. QUADRATIC FORMS OF CERTAIN ODD-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS 
For simplicity, we shall think of a quadratic form only on a closed oriented 
(2q + I)-manifold M having the homology H*(M; 2) = H*(S’ x Szq; Z). Analogous 
arguments on more general manifolds can be found in[2]. Let y: r,(M)+(t) be a 
non-trivial homorphism, where (t) is a fixed infinite cyclic group generated by a letter 
t. Let &? be the cover of M associated with y. The number of components of I’$ is 
equal to the order of the quotient group (t)/Im y. Using H*(M; Z) = H.(S’ x 9; Z), 
from the Wang exact sequence and[3], Duality Theorem (I), one can see that 
H.(fi; Q) is finite-dimensional over Q, in other words, a finitely generated torsion 
Q(t)-module. In this case, Duality Theorem (II) in[3] implies a non-singular 
product pairing 
U: H’(A?; Q, x Wq-‘(n;I; Q,- FP(k; Q) 
for all i which is known as Milnor’s duality (see Milnor[7]). In particular, 
Q-dimension of Hzq(fi; Q) is equal to the number of the components of A% 
discussed in[2], we have an evaluation 
A: HZq(ti; Q)-Q 
cup 
the 
As 
depending only on the orientation of M and the homorphism y so that the composite 
pairing 
Hi(n;r. Q) x H+‘(fi* Q) + Q, 
9 7 
also denoted by U is still non-singular. Thus, taking i = q the non-singular, (-l)q- 
symmetric and t-isometric bilinear Q-form 
U: H’(n;l; Q, x Hq(6f; Q)- Q 
is obtained. A t-isometric, symmetric bilinear Q-form 
(7 jr: Hq(fi; Q) x Hq(fi; Q> + Q 
is defined by the identity 
I x u (t - t-‘)y if q is odd 
(x9 Y>, = 
XUY if q is even 
for all x,y E Hq(fi; Q). 
Definition 2.1. The form (, )r is called the quadratic form of M with homomor- 
phism y. 
The quadratic form for even q is always non-singular by definition. Since our 
manifold M satisfies H,(M; Z) = I&(.9’; Z), it follows from the Wang exact sequence 
that the primitive 9th Alexander polynomial? AY(f) of M with y satisfies /AT(l)/ = 1, 
tAny generator of the order ideal of the Q(f)-torsion module HiCh?; Q) I, called the ith Alexander 
polynomial of M with y. (See[21 for more general manifolds.) See[3]. p. 184, for the definition of a primitive 
polynomial which is a certain integral polynomial. 
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so that AY(?I) f0. From this we see that t-t-‘: H4(fi; Q)+HY(A?; Q) is an 
isomorphism since AT(t) is equal (up to units of Q(t)) to the characteristic polynomial 
of t: H4(A?; Q)+H”(&?; Q), so that the quadratic form for odd 4 is also non- 
singular. 
Thus we obtain the following: 
LEMMA 2. I. The quadratic form (, ), of M satisfying H,(M; Z) = 
H.( S’ x S14 ; Z) is non-singular for all non-trivial homomorphisms y: n,(M) + (t). 
Let K be a framed (29 - II-knot. Let W, be a (24 + 2; manifold obtained from the 
(29 + 2)-disk Dzq+’ by attaching a 2q-handle D2q x D2 along the framed knot K x D2 C 
i)DhJ+? = s?q+l. In case 9 = I, the framing of K should be chosen to be the null- 
homologous framing (or equivalently, so as to be H,(aW,; Z) = Z). Let MK be the 
boundary 3W, of W,. MK has the integral homology of S’ x S2q. Since both K and 
Szq+’ are oriented, we can specify a generator of HI(S2q+‘) - K; Z) = Z uniquely. 
From this we can obtain a unique epimorphism yK: ‘ITI +(t). We call the quadra- 
tic form (,)vK: ‘H’CfiK; Q) x H’(h!fK: Q)+Q the quadratic form of the knot K and 
denote it by (,)K. Since there is a canonical isomorphism fi*(fiK; Q) f 
H*(EK, al?,; Q). we can see that the form (, )K is independent of a choice of framings 
(null-homologous framings if 4 = 1) up to isomorphism between f-isometric, sym- 
metric Q-forms (see Milnor[7]. Erle [8] or[2]), where EK is the manifold obtained 
from Szq+’ by removing an open tubular neighborhood of K. 
Consider a non-singular, t-isometric, symmetric bilinear Q-form (, ): T x T + Q 
for a finitely generated torsion Q(t)-module T. This form (, ) is null-cobordant if there 
is a Q(t)-submodule To of T which is the self-orthogonal complement, i.e. Th = T,, 
with respect to (J. Two such forms (J;, i = 1, 2, are cobordant if the orthogonal sum 
(,),I - (.): is null-cobordant. Two closed oriented (29 + I)-manifolds with non-trivial 
homomorphisms y;: r,(Mi)+(t), i = 1,2, are Q-homology cobordant if there is a 
compact connected oriented cobordism W2q+2 with 8W = M, U - Mz such that 
H*( W, Mi; Q) = 0 and yi are the restrictions of the same homomorphism y: n,(W)+ 
(t) to M;. 
The following is obtained from Lemma 2.1 and[2], Corollary 1.14 (g), since 
ml Uq(fii) = 0 in the notation of [2]. 
LEMMA 2.2. If (M;, ri), where H*(Mi; Z) = H*(S’ X S2q; Z) and i = 1,2, are Q- 
homology cobordant, then their quadratic forms (, )Yi, i = 1,2, are cobordant. 
TWO n-links Li C S”+* of m components, i = 0, 1, are cobordant, if there ‘is a 
locally flat, oriented proper (n + I)-manifold A of m components in S”+’ x [0, 11, each 
component of which is homeomorphic to S” x [O, 11 and intersects S”+’ x 0 and Sn+’ x.1 
so that A rl S”+’ x0=&,x0 and A~IS”+~ x 1 = - 15, x 1. The n-knots modulo this 
cobordism relation form an abelian group under the knot sum, called the n-knot 
cobordism group and denoted by C”. We have C” = 0 for even n. (See Kervaire[9].) 
For odd n. the quadratic forms of n-knots modulo the cobordism relation of the forms 
form an abelian group under the orthogonal sum, denoted by C”. This group C? is a 
subgroup of the group Go of admissible isometries defined by Levine[lO] and is 
isomorphic to the direct sum of infinite copies of Z, Z, and Z, (see[lO], Theorem 24 
and addendum). 
LEMMA 2.3. There is a well-defined epimorphism 
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for each odd n 2.1. Further, if n > 1, then the map - is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We define a map - by the identity 
- [Kl = [(, )Kl 
by choosing a framing of K. To prove the well-definedness, suppose K is a slice knot, 
i.e. [K] = 0. Construct the (n +3)-manifold WK. P. generator of H,,L,( Wk; Z) = Z is 
then represented by a locally flat (n + I)-sphere S. Let Wk be the manifold obtained 
from Wk by removing an open tubular neighborhood of S. Then 3Wi = 
Mk u S’ x 9” and H,( Wk, S’ x S”+‘; Z) = H*( Wk, Mk; Z) = 0. Since the quadratic 
form of S’ x 9” with any obvious isomorphism rr,(S’ x S”+‘)+(t) is trivial, we obtain 
from Lemma 2.2 that the form (, )K is null-cobordant. Since the isomorphism class of 
(,)K is independent of a choice of framings of K, it follows that [(, )K] = 0 in- 
dependently of a choice of framings of K. Clearly, the knot sum corresponds to the 
orthogonal sum of the quadratic forms, so that the map - is a well-defined 
homorphism. By definition, the map - is onto. Next, let n = 2q - 1 > 1. Assume the 
quadratic form (,)K for some framed knot K is null-cobordant. Let A be a Seifert 
matrix for K. By Erle[8], A is S-equivalent to a non-singular integral e-matrix A*, 
e = (- l)q such that, with a suitable Q-basis for Hq(it&; Q), t: Hq(A&; Q) + Hq(&&; Q) 
and the form (, )K: H~(A&; Q) x Hq(&; Q) -+ Q are represented by the matrices AL-IA* 
and A* + A:, respectively, where A: is the transpose of A.. [Use a canonical isomorphism 
fi*(&; Q) = H*(&, a&; (21.1 Then from an argument in the proof of Lemma 2.13 
of [ 111 we see that A. and hence A are null-cobordant matrix in the sense of Levine [ I]. 
Since n > 1, by Levinell] the knot K is a slice knot. This completes the proof. 
From now on we denote by [K]- the image of [K] E C” under the map - : C” + Cn 
unless confusion might occur. 
We shall show the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let W be a compact (2q +2)-manifold with H* (W; Z) = H.(S*q; Z). 
In case q = 1, assume that H’(a W; Z) = Z. Suppose a monomorphism 
cp: Hzq(Szq; .Z)-, H,,( W; Z) 
is induced by a piecewise-linear imbedding 
f: 9-f w 
whose image f(Szq) has just one locally knotted point in W represented by some 
(2q - I)-knot K. Then [I?] E C’q-’ (or [Kl E Czq-’ if q > 1) does not depend on a 
particular choice of f inducing cp and is determined by the cobordism class of the 
quadratic form of 3 W with homorphism rr’(3 W)+=(t) specified by cp. 
Proof. Choose a generator e of H2,( W; Z) = Z such that (p[Szq] = me for a 
positive integer m. Let yI: 7r,( a W) + (t) be an epimorphism determined by a generator 
e* of H’(i?W; Z) which is the image of e by the inverse of the following composite 
H,,(W;Z)F H2(W, aW;Z+ H’(aW; Z). 
Let ynt: r,(aW)+(t) be a homomorphism corresponding to me*, so that Im Y,,, = 
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(t”) C (t). Let N be a regular neighborhood of f(S2q) in W. Let W’ = Cl( W - N). 
Note that the boundary 8N is the manifold MK for a framed K. Since 
1 zm i = 2q 
Hi( W’, MK; Z) = 
10 i# 2q, 
the manifold MK with epimorphism -yK is Q-homology cobordant to JW with 
homomorphism ym. [Note that H,( W’, 3 W; Z) = Z,,, by Poincare duality.] By Lemma 2.2, 
the form (JK is cobordant to the form (JY, of aW with y,,,. Clearly, ym does not depend on 
a choice of f inducing cp. Therefore, [K]- f c2q-’ (or, by Lemma 2.3, [K] E C2q-’ if 
q > 1) does not depend on a particular choice off inducing Q. This completes the proof. 
53. CABLE OPERATION ON THE KNOT COBORDIaM GROUP 
Let K C S3 be a l-knot. Let T be a tubular neighborhood of K with longitude (Y 
and meridian p. [The orientations of (Y and p should be chosen so that (Y is 
homologous to K in T and the linking number of /3 and K in S3 is +I.] Suppose two 
l-knots I&,, K, are cobordant by a cobordism A(= S’ x [O, I]). Let N be a regular 
neighborhood of A in S3 x [0, I] meeting the boundary regularly. Note that N is 
homeomorphic to A x D* and N n S3 x i = K are tubular neighborhoods of Kj x i in 
S3 x i, i = 0,l. Let T* = S’ x D*. 
LEMMA 3.1. Consider any homeomorphism h: T* X [O, ll+ N such that h(T* x i) = 
Tj, i = 0, 1. Let (Y*, p* be simple closed curves on T* such that h(cy* ~0) and 
h(p* x 0) are a longitude and a meridian on T,, respectively. Then h(cy * x 1) and 
h(P* x 1) are a longitude and a meridian on T,, respectively. 
Proof. Clearly, h(p* x 1) is a meridian. Let E = C1(S3 X [O, 11 -N) and Ei = 
E rl S3 x i = 0, 1. Note that h(cu* x 0) is null-homologous in I?,-,, for it is a longitude of 
To. Since h(a* x 1) is homologous to h(cw* x0) in E, it follows from the isomorphisrn 
H,(E,; Z& H,(E; Z) induced by inclusion that h(cy* X 1) is null-homologous in E,, 
that is, h(a* x 1) is a longitude of T,. This completes the proof. 
Now consider T* as an unknotted solid torus in S3 with longitude (r* and meridian 
p*. Let a, b be coprime integers. By a cable knot of type (a, b) around K, we mean a 
knot which is the image of torus knot of type (a, b) on aT* by a homeomorphism 
T*+T sending (Y* and p* to a and p, respectively. (See Fox[l2, p. 1441.) We denote 
it by K(a, b). The knot K(a, b) is specified uniquely by the knot K and the pair (a, b) 
up to ambient isotopy. 
LEMMA 3.2. If two l-knots KO, K, are cobordant, then the cable knots KO(a, b) and 
K,(a, b) are cobordant for all (a, b) with coprime a, b. 
Proof. Let KP.4 be a torus knot on aT*. For h in Lemma 3.1 we assume 
h(KP,q x 0) = K,,(a, b) x 0. Clearly h(K,, x0) is cobordant to h(KP,q x 1). But by 
Lemma 3.1 hJT*x 1: T* x l+ T, preserves longitudes and meridians, so that 
h(K,, x 1) = K!(p,q) x 1. This completes the proof. 
Let L be an n-link of m(z2) components. We say an n-knot K is obtained from 
the link L by a fusion if K is obtained from L by taking oriented connected sums 
using m - 1 mutually disjoint, oriented l-handles h,‘, hz’, . . . , h!,_, imbedded locally- 
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flatly in Sn+2. [Since n + 2 2 3 and S”+‘- L is connected, one can always find such a 
family of l-handles.] 
THEOREM 3.1. Let i = 0 or 1, and m 2 2. Let Ki and L; be an n-&not and an n-link 
of m components, respectively, such that Li is cobordant to a parallel link P,,,’ 
associated with Ki. Let K: be an n-knot obtained from Li by any fusion. If [K,,] = [K,] 
in C”, then [Kh]- = [K;]- in c” (or [Kh] = [K;] in C” if n > 1). 
Proof. We assume n is odd, since c” = 0 for even n. Let A0 be a cobordism 
between Lo and P,“. Let Dt+3 be an (n + 3)-disk in the interior of the (n + 3)-disk Dn+3 
used to construct W,. Imbed A0 properly into Cl(D”+3 - Do”‘3) (z Snc2 x [O, 11) so 
A0 = Lo A0 n aDn+3 = P,,,‘. Take a cone with Ko’( aD$“3) as 
as a vertex, of D{+3. by using to make Ki 
from by fusion, A0 an + I)-sphere So in 
by the Kh So represents 
is a generator.) = [(,),;I where 
ymo: I&&,,)+ has Im y,,,’ = (t”). Similarly, [K;]- [(, ),,,I] for similar 
Ym ‘: q(i&,)+(t). Since K. and K, are cobordant, the union MKa U - MK, (with 
suitable framings of Ki taken) bounds a cobordism W with H*( W, MK, ; 2) = 0, i = 0, I. 
[Let N be a regular neighborhood of a cobordism between K. and K, and S”+’ x [O, l] 
meeting the boundary regularly. Let h: S” x [0, 11 x D2 + N be a homeomorphism with 
h(SnxixD2)=NnSn+2 x i, i = 0,l. When n = 1, choose h so that h(S” x 0 xp), 
p E 8D2, is a longitude. Let W = (S”+’ x [0, l] - Int N) U D”” x [O, 1] x aD2, where 
aDn+l = S”, and (aD”+l) x [0, I] x aD2 is identified with its image by h. W is a desired 
cobordism (Use Lemma 3.1 when n = I).] By Lemma 2.2 we have [(, )Y,ol = [(. )y,ll and 
hence [Kh]- = [K;]-. By Lemma 2.3, the proof is completed. 
Let K be an n-knot. Let K (m) be an n-knot obtained by a fusion from a parallel 
link P,,, of m( 2 2) components. 
From the proof of Theorem 3.1 we see the following: 
COROLLARY 3.1. There exists an (n + I)-sphere S in W, representing the homology 
class me E H,,+,( W,; Z>(=Z) and with just oni locally knotted point represented by 
any given Kcm’ for each m 2 2, where e is a generator. The statement is still true when 
m=l andK”‘=K. 
We define for each m 2 2 a map 
by the identity 
c(m): C” + C” 
[Kcm)] if n>l 
c(m)([Kl) = 
[K(m, I)] if n = 1. 
By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, the map c(m) is well-defined. Figure 1 illustrates 
that the cable knot K(m, 1) can be also obtained by a particular fusion from a parallel 
link P,,, associated with K. Let c(1): C” + C” be the identity map and c(O): C” + C” be 
the constant map sending each element of C” to 0 E C”. 
Definition 3.1. The map c(m) is called the m-cable operation for each m 20. 
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Remark 3.1. For C’ there is a generalized operation of c(m) sending [K] to 
[K(a, b)] and called (a, b)-cable operation and denoted by 
~(a, b): C’ + C’. 
Remark 3.2. For m I - 1, c(m) can be also defined by the identity c(m)([K]) = 
c(- m)([- K]), where - K is K with only knot-orientation of K reversed. However, 
from Milnor-Levine’s classification of isometries ([lo, 14]), we see that [K]- = [-IQ- 
for all [K]- E C’ (odd n 2 1). Thus, c(m) = c(- m) for n > 1. 
54. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE CABLE OPERATION 
We define the composite C” 5 C” _\ C” by E(m). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The m-cable operation c(m): C” + C” has the following properties 
(l)-(4). (1) c(m)(O) =0 for all m 20 and n 2 1; (2) c(m)c(m’)= c(mm’) for all m, 
m’rOundn>1;(3)c(m)isuhomomorphismforullm~0undn~1;(4)Forn=1 
E(m) is a homomorphism and C(m)c(m’) = C(mm’) for all m, m’r0. 
Proof. (1) is clear. We assume m, m’ I 2. Let K be an n-knot. Let M be a Seifert 
manifold for K. Let A4 x [0, l] be a collar of M in S”+*. For m’ points pl,. . . ,p,,,, of 
[0, 11, let P,,,! = Uz, K x pi ( C (8M) x [0, I]). Let Kcm’) be an n-knot obtained from P,,,, 
by a fusion using l-handles h,‘, . . . , hk,_, not intersecting (Int M) x [0, 11. Clearly, 
M’ = U z, A4 x pi U U $7’ hi’ is a Seifert manifold for Kcm”. Let (K’m”)(m’ be an n-knot 
obtained by a similar construction using Kcm’) (instead of K), M’ (instead of M), a 
parallel link PA of m components in (dM’) x [0, 11 (instead of P,,,!) and l-handles 
h;‘, . . . , h;l, not intersecting (Int M’) x [0, l] U UC;’ h: (instead of h,‘, . . . , has_,). It 
follows that (K(m’))cm) is obtained by a fusion from a parallel link P,,,,. of mm’ 
components associated with K. [However, in case n = 1, every attempt to establish 
the equality [(K(m’, l))(m, I)] = [K( mm’, l)] by the above method seems to fail. (See 
Fig. 1.) By Theorem 3.1, (2) and the latter half of (4) are obtained. Next, let 
KI#Kz C Sn+Z be a knot sum of n-knots K,, Kz with separating (n + I)-sphere Z. Let 
Bi, i = 1, 2, be (n + 2)-balls obtained from S”+’ by splitting along E. Let P,,, be a 
parallel link of m components associated with KIBK2 so that P,,, 17 C is a trivial 
(n - I)-link in I: of m (n - I)-spheres S,, Sz, . . . , &(n > 1) or the union of 2m points 
al, ~2,. . . . a,, h, bz,. . . , b, such that, for each i, a; and bj are on the same component 
of P,,, and Ui is the starting point in P,,, n B, with respect to the orientation of P,,,. Let 
n > 1. Orient Si by the orientation inherited from the orientation of P,,, n B,. Since 
C - P,,, f~ C is connected and n > 1, one obtains an unknotted (n - I)-sphere in C from 
P,,, rl IX by a fusion along mutually disjoint l-handles, say, h,‘, . . . , hk-,. Thicken 
h,‘, . . . , h!,,_, by using a collar of Z in S”+‘. The results i,‘, . . . , ia_, are mutually 
disjoint l-handles spanning P,,,. Let K cm) be the knot obtained from P, by the fusion 
using i,‘, . . . , I?,,_,. K’mr is a knot sum of some knots Kim’ and Kim’ with separating 
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sphere Z, where Kim’ can be considered as a knot obtained by a fusion from some 
parallel link PC’ of m components associated with Ki, i = I, 2. By Theorem 3.1, (3) is 
proved. Now let n = 1. Choose m - 1 mutually disjoint, simple arcs on the 2-sphere C 
joining al with b?, a? with b3,. . . , a,_l with b,. By using a collar of C in S’. we obtain 
m - 1 mutually disjoint bands spanning P, and which can have the orientations 
coherent with the orientation of P,,,. (See Fig. 2.) Let IQ’“’ be the knot obtained from 
P,,, by the fusion using these bands. IQ”’ is a knot sum of knots Kim’ obtained by 
fusion from parallel links of m components associated with & i = 1.2. [KI”’ can be 
taken as Ki(m, 21) by a good choice of the arcs joining aj with bj+,, but Kcm’ does not 
appear to be cobordant to K(m, 21) in general (see Figs. I and 2).] By Theorem 3.1, 
the first half of (4) is proved. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
Here are two examples concerning the cable operation. 
Example 4.1. Consider a (2q - I)-knot K with the qth Alexander polynomial 
A(t) = t* - t + 1 or t4 - t4 - tZ + 1 according as q is odd or even (q 2 1). (Such knots exist 
by Kervaire [9] or Levine [ 11, Proposition 14.) For example, take a trefoil as K when 
q = 1. The elements c(m)([K]), m = 1,2,3,4,5,. . . give linearly independent, non-zero 
elements of C2q-‘/Torsion ( C2q-‘). 
Example 4.2. Consider a (2q - I)-knot K with the qth Alexander polynomial 
A(t)=t*-3t+l or (t*-3t+l)(t6-3f3+l) according as q’is odd or even (q> 1). 
(Such knots exist by 111, Proposition 14.) For q = 1 take, as K, the figure eight knot 
having the first Alexander polynomial A(t) = t*-3t + 1. Then r(m)([K]) = 0 (and 
hence c(m)([K]) =0 if q > 1) for all even m, and the elements E(m)([K]) (or 
equivalently, c(m)([K]) if q > l), m = 1,3,5,7,9,. . . give elements of order 2 which 
are linearly independent over Zz. 
Fig. 2. 
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Q, and @ be its algebraic closure. A(t) splits over @ as follows: 
act - a,)“‘. . . (t - a,)Y~(t - p,)“‘. . . (t - &)“’ 
where ai, pi, i = 1, . . . , s, j = 1, . . . , k, are mutually distinct elements in @ such that 
for each ai there are infinitely many odd m with A(aim) = 0, but for each pj there are 
only finitely many odd m with A(pjm) =O, and a, Ui and Uj are positive integers. It 
follows that each (Y; is a root of unity but each pi is not. [If pi” = 1 for some j and n, 
then pfmn+’ = @j and A(Pj 2mn+‘) = 0 for all integers m, a contradiction.] Each Lyi is a 
solution of some cyclotomic polynomial cp,,(t)( E Z(t)) for some integer ai > 0. Note 
that Qi is the least number such that a? = 1 and hence determined uniquely by ai. 
Since a cyclotomic polynomial is irreducible in Q(t), and cp,(t) and A(t) have a 
common solution in @, it follows that pa,(t) is a factor of A(t) in Q(t), and hence in 
Z(t) by Gauss lemma. In particular, ]~~,(l)] = 1 since (A(l)] = 1. We see that each ai 
must have the form 2di ni with dj _> 0 and odd nj 2 3. For if ni = 1, then ai = 2”, SO that 
p,,(t) = t - l(di = 0) or t ‘+’ + l(di > 0), which contradicts (cp,,(l)] = 1. We show that for 
a large odd n, A(t ““+~) and A(t) do not have any common solutions in 0’. Since n is 
large and odd, we may assume that A(#“l...“s) f 0, j = 1,. . . , k. Suppose A(af”‘...“S) = 0 
for some a;. Then 
for some i’. Writing d = 2di we have 
Hence ai, divides d = 24. SO nit = 1, which contradicts ni’ z 3. 
Therefore we obtained the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. For each completion Q’ of Q, there exists an odd integer m > 0 such 
that A(t) and A(t”) have no common solutions ouer the algebraic closure 0’ of Q’. 
Note that (, )Klm) is cobordant to the quadratic form (, ),,, of MK with y,,,: ?~,(it&) --f 
(t) with Im ‘y,,, = (t”) C (t) by Theorem 2.1. Also, by[2], Lemma 1, AYm(t) = A(t”). The 
rest of the proof of Theorem 4.1 depends heavily on the results of Levine[lO]. 
Consider the real (Archimedean) completion R = Q’ of Q. By Lemma 4.2, there is an 
odd m > 0 such thatA and Aym(t) = A(Y) have no common real irreducible factors. 
Since C(m)([K]) = [K’“‘]- = [(, ),I ‘is a non-zero multiple of [K]-, it follows from[ lo], 
Proposition 22(a), that [K]- has a finite order. [Note that the qth Alexander poly- 
nomial of the knot sum of k copies of K is A(t)&.] Next, consider a non-Archimedean 
completion Q’ of Q. By Lemma 4.2 there is an odd m >O such that A(t) and A(t”) 
have no common irreducible factors over Q’. Since e(m)([K]) is an odd multiple of 
[Kl-, it follows that 
cdGm)WI)) = E&(, ),I = E~~~)([KI-) = 0 
for all symmetric irredicible factors $(t) of A(f) over Q’, where &b(t) is a homomor- 
phism from c2q-’ (or more generally, Go) to Z2 defined in[lO, p. 1051. Hence 
~e,r,([Kl-) = 0 
for all symmetric irreducible factors +(t) of A(t) over all non-Archimedean com- 
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pletions Q’ of Q. This implies that [K]- has order at most 2 by[ lo], Proposition 22(c). 
So we have that 
c’(mMKl) = I(, >,I = WI- 
for all odd m r 1. By using Lemma 4.2 again, we have that 
for all symmetric irreducible factors #(t) of A(t) over all non-Archimedean com- 
pletions Q’ of Q, where p$L(tJQC is a cobordism invariant defined in[lO, p. 1061. By[lOl, 
Theorem 21, we obtain that 
[K]_ =o. , 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
55. MAIN THEOREM: LINKING OF PARALLEL LINKS UP TO COBORDISM 
An n-link L C S”+’ of m(r2) components is split if there are mutually disjoint two 
(n +2)-balls Br, Bz in S”+* such that each ball Bi contains a sublink of mi components 
of L for some mi L 1 with ml + m2 = m. Further, if there are m mutually disjoint 
(n +2)-balls in S”+* such that each ball contains just one component of L, then L is 
said to be completely split. 
The following is our main theorem: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let I( be an n-knot, n odd. Any parallel link P, of any m(22) 
components associated with K is not cobordant to a split link unless K is a slice knot, 
i.e. [KJ = 0 in C” when n > 1, or an algebraic slice knot, i.e. [K]- = 0 in c” when n = 1. 
Remark 5.1. If K is slice, then P,,, is clearly cobordant to a trivial link. 
Remark 5.2. In the case of even-dimensional links, every boundary link is 
cobordant to a trivial link, by using a surgery method analogous to Kervaire[9] (see 
GutiCrrez [4], Theorem 7). 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose some parallel link Pm0 of some m,,(r2) components associated 
with an n-knot is cobordant to a split link. Then we have 
c(m)([Kl) = m[Kl 
for all m 2 1. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. It follows from Lemma 5.1, Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 2.3. 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Let M be a Seifert manifold of K on which the parallel link 
P,,,,, is defined. Note that for each m(r2) any two parallel links P,,,, PA of m 
components defined on the same Seifert manifold are ambient isotopic. Then it is not 
difficult to see that the following statements are equivalent: (1) Some P, defined on M 
is cobordant to a split link for some m(r2); (2) Any P2 defined on M is cobordant to 
a (completely) split link; (3) Any P,,, defined on M is cobordant to a completely split 
link for all m 2 2. 
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In fact, (3)+(2)-(l) is clear. To show (2)+(3), we use the induction on m. The 
statement of (3) is true when m = 2. Suppose any P,,,., m’s m - 1, defined on M is 
cobordant to a completely split link. Consider P,,,. Note that there is a parallel link 
Pi = K, U Kz of two components defined on M such that K, is one component of P, 
and a turbular neighborhood of Kz contains the remaining sublink PZ_, of P,,,. Pi is 
cobordant to a split link K; U Ki by a cobordism A, U A2 in S”+* X [0, I] where 
8Ai = Kj x 0 U - K: x 1, i = 1,2, and K; is contained in a convex (n + 2)-ball not 
intersecting Ki. By taking the inverse cobordism Ai of A2 in S”+* X [1,21 and then 
taking, in Sn+Z x [ 1,2], a cone (not intersecting A;) with, as base, KI x 1 and, as vertex, 
an interior point of S”+’ x [1,2], we obtain a disjoint union of a proper (n + I)-disk D, 
and a cobordism Az U Ai in P2 x [0,2] such that D, has just one locally knotted point 
represented by the knot Ki and aD, = K, x 0 and i)(A? U AS) = Kz X 0 U - Kz X 2. 
Taking a regular neighborhood N of Al in S”+* x [0, 1] meeting the boundary 
regularly, and then using the neighborhood of AS corresponding to N, we see that 
P$_, x 0 and P&, x 2 are cobordant by a cobordism not intersecting the disk D,. By 
the induction hypothesis, P$_, is cobordant to a completely split link. Thus, the link 
P,,, bounds, in Dni3, m mutually_disjoint proper (n + I)-disks D,, 4,. . . , D,,, each of 
which has just one locally knotted point. This implies that for all m 2 2, P,,,. defined on 
M, is cobordant to a completely split link, showing (2) + (3). 
Now we assume that for each m z 2, P, is cobordant to a completely split link 
K, u . . . u K,. We may have m mutually disjoint proper (n + I)-disks D,, . . . , D, in 
Dn+3 such that a( UElDi) = P,,, and each Di has just one locally knotted point represented 
by Ki. Choose l-handles h,‘, . . . , h,!_, in S”+* in order to obtain Kfm) (or K(m, 1) if 
n = 1) from P, by fusion. Let D = Uz”=,Di U U$;‘&‘. D is an improper (n + I)-disk in 
D n+3. By pushing the interior of D into the interior of Dn+3, we obtain a proper 
(n + I)-disk D’ such that aD’ = Kfm’ (or K(m, 1) if n = 1). D’ is homotopic to a proper 
(n + 1)-disk D” in D”+* (by a homotopy keeping 8D’ fixed) so that D” has just one 
locally knotted point represented by the knot sum Kl# . . . #K, (see Fox-Milnor[13]). 
But Ki is clearly cobordant to K. Therefore 
c(m)([KI) = [K,#. . . #K,,,] = m[K]. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. 
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